Mode-coupling enhancement by pump astigmatism correction in a Ti:Sapphire femtosecond laser.
To pump a solid-state femtosecond laser cavity, a beam from a CW laser is focused by a single lens into the laser crystal. To increase the output power of the laser, the overlap of the laser mode with the pump mode should be maximized. This is particularly important in the so-called mode coupling and the Kerr-lens mode locking (KLM) operation, where the change in beam waist at the position of the gain medium is exploited to enhance the mode overlap with the pump laser in the crystal. In this paper, the astigmatism in the pump beam is reduced by tilting the pump lens. A Gaussian beam is propagated through the complete focusing system-pump lens, tilted spherical mirror, and crystal cut at Brewster's angle-to show the astigmatism inside the crystal as a function of the tilt of the pump lens. A genetic algorithm is presented to optimize the mode coupling between the pump and laser beam inside the crystal by tilting the pump lens. Experimental results are presented to verify the design, showing an increase in the output power of the laser cavity of about 20%.